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                                               Coming together is a beginning 

 Keeping together is progress 

                            Working together is success 

 Greetings to all! 

Welcome to our  first edition of school newsletter.                              

HAPPY NOTE ! 

“If your world looks gloomy and you are feeling grim and glum, Make a rainbow for yourself, 

Don't wait for one to come, Don't sit watching at the window for the clouds to part , there'll 

soon be a rainbow if you start one in your heart.” 

To keep you abreast with the rainbow of activities of the school, APS Clement Town  has 

come up with “Treasure Trove” , our school newsletter. Coronavirus altered our life 

including our school system but we are happy to be back to our school premises with full zeal 

and enthusiasm. January month witnessed the footfalls of students (class X and XII) in the 

corridors and classrooms. 
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Board exams for X and XII grades are considered as building blocks for the future formation of the 

students. This year CBSE has introduced changes in the question paper pattern for the upcoming Board 

Exams to discourage students from rote learning.   It becomes important for us to give ample practice to 

our students and help them to shine and succeed. 

After holding months of online classes and conducting exams in a distant mode necessitated by the 

outbreak of the pandemic, the school has already started preparing the students for offline Board 

Examination. The school is all geared up to make this transition a smooth one and has outlined all 

modalities for preparing the students in the offline mode. Care has been taken to follow the COVID-19 

SOPs. 
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The need of the hour is to ensure that 

students’ future is secure and learning is 

delivered seamlessly. It is thus imperative 

that our teachers undergo facelift and 

upgradation to the new technological 

revolution and be adept at the teaching 

learning process in accordance to the 

National Education Policy (NEP). 

 The faculty of APS Clement Town are 

attending webinars conducted by FDRC, 

CBSE, Diksha Portal. Our Principal too has 

conducted two webinars under CPD on NEP 

for the staff. She encouraged the teachers to 

expand their teaching toolbox. 

The students also attended various webinars   

like, Live Demonstration of Newton’s Law    

by The Pushpa Gujral Science City 

Kapurthala, Skills for Success in Post Covid 

World by NIE and Tips for Board Exams by 

Shoolini University. The students of classes 

VI to VIII also experienced educative virtual 

visit to ONGC- Subir Raha Oil Museum. 
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School assemblies provide a fantastic opportunity to build a strong sense of community. It 

provides the opportunity for the students to develop their confidence. This longstanding tradition too 

moved online along with online education. This modified version keeps everyone motivated to do their 

best work and start the day on a positive note. The School Song and the National Anthem fills all of us 

with pride.Virtual class assemblies are being conducted once a week to give the day a kick start. 

Under the extraordinary circumstance due to 

pandemic the library became so silent that  

Mr. Manoj Sharma , our librarian , decided 

to create a blog and remain connected with 

the students and contributed to the access of 

knowledge and fun. It includes daily NIE – 

The Times of India (student edition), Hindi 

and English journals, e-books, quizzes,  

study materials, words for vocabulary 

building. Students also actively participated 

and made contributions to the blog like The 

brain gym, book review, dance, articles etc. 

The participants of the Book Review 

Competition were also awarded                      

e-certificates. 
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    REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 

  

“ConsTITuTIon Is noT a mere lawyer’s doCumenT, IT Is a vehICle of lIfe an ITs spIrit 

is always the spirit of age”  - B.R.AMBEDKAR 

Every year Republic Day is celebrated in India on 26th January with zeal and enthusiasm. The Indian 

Constitution came into effect on 26th January, 1950, which declared India’s occurrence as an 

Independent Republic.  It was this day in history in 1965 when Hindi was declared as the official 

language of India. Republic Day signifies the right spirit of patriotism and bravery. This special year 

witnessed hybrid celebration, both online and offline. On the auspicious morning of 26th January 

some of the staff members and the Principal were present in the school campus to mark this event. 

The Principal unfurled the national flag followed by the National Anthem. The school students 

celebrated this day virtually with great gratification and joy. Students extended their gratitude towards 

nation by participating through virtual platform in speech, dance and songs. Our junior wing students 

presented a role play based on the theme “Our Freedom Fighters.” The programme was streamed live 

on YouTube link https://youtu.be/1kIXVxGgWKQ 
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POSTER MAKING   

(PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING 

COVID-19)                                                      

Everyone is struggling with Coronavirus today; it 

has had the greatest impact on education. 

Children, who are always excited to come to 

school, should now suppress this desire in their 

hearts, but we the warriors are not willing to give 

up, considering this ideology our school decided 

to keep  our children aware of the safety and 

precautions  so that we can fight this pandemic 

together. We took it as our foremost duty for 

raising awareness by conducting Poster Making 

Activity for students. The objective of the activity 

was to make our students vigilant and acquainted 

about the safety precautions that  are needed to be 

safe and healthy. The children came up with 

different slogans and posters on how to cope with covid-19.This activity was appreciated by parents too. 

                                             

     

Army Day is celebrated on January 15 every year in India as on this historic day, General KM 

Cariappa became the first Indian to take charge of the Indian Army in 1949. He took over from 

General Sir Francis Robert Roy Bucher who was the last English commander of our 

nation's army. Our school always believes to keep the spirit of patriotism alive in our students. 

Keeping this thought in mind we planned a Gratitude Card Making Activity for our students so 

that they can express their love and respect in their own way for our Indian Army. The themes 

for the activities were: 

*   Indian Army our Glory *   Indian Army our pride    *   We salute our Soldiers 
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With staying at home and social distancing, our Physical Training Instructors enlightened the students on 

the need to be fit as a fiddle. They posted videos on #Stay Fit From Home Challenge. Their mantra was, 

‘Fitness Ka Dose, Adha Ghanta Roz’. All the children enthusiastically participated in the physical activity 

assigned to them. They shared their videos in their class group. These activities helped our students to 

gain confidence and remain physically, emotionally and mentally fit. 

 
 

 

“Inclusion is not bringing people into what already exists; it is making a new space, a better 

space for everyone”  -  George Dai    

Inclusive Education is a new approach introduced by the MHRD towards educating the children with 

disability and learning difficulties with that of normal ones within the same roof. Inclusion is not an 

experiment to be tested but a value to be followed. All the children whether they are disabled or not, have 

the right to education as they are the future citizens of the country. 

Army Public School Clement Town embarks upon the ambitious mission of bringing ‘Inclusive 

Education’ into the school system with a vision to ensure access, equity and equality to all ‘Children with 

Special Needs’ and also to ensure an educational environment where teaching and learning strategies are 

tailored to meet the diverse needs of the learners.               
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❖ Being the part of educational team, the counselors help to coordinate efforts and provide every 

student with a safe, supportive learning environment where they can thrive socially and 

academically. Our counselors interacted with the students, communicated with the teachers and 

addressed many issues.  

❖ With regards to online classes the students were educated about netiquette, cyber discipline in 

online sessions, cyber bullying & crime.  Online sessions were also conducted on life skills, self 

awareness and how to study effectively during COVID-19. For classes X to XII, Online Career 

Fair was organized by Friends Union Energizing Lives (FUEL). Career Assessment was also 

conducted by GUS.  

❖ Our Special Educator conducted a motivational session on World Disability Day to sensitize the 

students towards children with special needs. Not only the students but the teachers too are being 

trained about Inclusive Education to enable them to teach students with diverse learning.

                 

                                                                                                          

 

1. Appreciation  Certificate– APS Clement Town received Appreciation 

Certificate ‘Category A+’ from CBSE Regional Office , Dehradun for imparting Quality 

Education which has resulted in sustaining the Academic Results of SSE/AISSCE in Category  

A+ (>90%Pass Percentage ) for last three consecutive years i.e. 2018, 2019 & 2020
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2. Induction into NDA - Three students of APS Clement Town   will be joining National 

Defence Academy      (NDA), the prestigious training academy for induction in armed forces as 

officers.  Heartiest congratulations   to Maneesh  Kumar of Class XII A1, Prateek Singh of Class 

XII A1 and Archit Basu of Class XII A2. 

3. Winning Stroke–  The Chief Minister , Sh. Trivendra Singh Rawat  felicitated three 

of our students ; Ayush Badoni, (XF)  , Mohit Raj(XE)  and Aashna Negi (VIII C) for winning in the 

painting competition on the theme of , ‘Energy Conservation – Solar Energy an Alternative 

Energy Source’  organized by joint initiative of The Times of India  and Uttarakhand Renewable 

Energy Development Authority. Their paintings will be featured  in  the 2021 yearly calendar of 

UREDA & TOI . 

  

4.Certificate of Recognition -     APS Clement Town received a Certificate of 

Recognition from Ministry of Youth Affair and Sports for successfully organizing the Fit India School 

Week. 
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Phone no. : 0135-643584                                                      E-mail : apsclementtown@gmail.com  

Website : www.apsclementtown.org                                    Library Blog : libraryapsct. blogspot.com  
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